
 
 

Instruction for Writing Full paper and Poster 

X APDEA Congress IV Lusophone Meeting in Economics, 
Sociology, Environment and Rural Development 

“Territories, Agriculture and Agri-food: global challenges and 
risks in the 21st century” 

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR WRITING FULL PAPERS  

1. Papers can be written in Portuguese, English or Spanish when submitted to Congress 
topics. When submitted to thematic panels, they must verify the language conditions of the 
panel's proponents. 

 2. The works must be processed in Microsoft Word for Windows (version 97 or later), A4 
format page, Times New Roman font, font size 12, one and a half space, justified, with top, 
bottom and side margins of 3 cm.  

3. The works must not exceed 20 pages, numbered on the lower right, including tables, , 
engravings, drawings, diagrams and other figures, bibliographic references and annexes. 

 4. The works must present, whenever possible, the following structure:  

CAPITAL TITLE (size 14, bold), centered. 

NAME OF AUTHOR(S) in capital letters (size 12, normal), centered. the indication of the 
service, department and institution or where the investigation was carried out and their 

postal address, email address. Single spacing between authors. 

ABSTRACT (as title, left justified) should not exceed 2000 characters, single-space. 
KEYWORDS no more than five. 

INTRODUCTION and remainder (as title, left justified, spacing the previous text two 
lines). 

TABLESand FIGURES must be referenced with sequential Arabic numerals; lowercase 
bold (size 12, normal), centered. Each  table and figure must contain a clear indication of 
the source and must have a title, as far as possible, understandable without needed to read 

the text. 

REFERENCES All works cited in the text must appear in the list of  references. In the text, 
mention the author's name and year of publication (Cudworth, 2003); in the case of two 



 
 

authors, merge them by & and the year of publication (Ferreira & Mendes, 2004); in the 
case of more than two authors, mention the first followed by et al. and the date of 

publication (Mendes et al., 2002);  

In the REFERENCES chapter, the authors must be in alphabetical order and respect the citation 
rules of the APA-AMERICAN PSYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

 RULES FOR POSTER PREPARATION  

Poster  

This type of presentation is intended for works with partial results and for scientific initiation. 
The poster is displayed in a space and time specially reserved for this purpose. One of the 
authors must be present during the scheduled time to present it and discuss the topic in 
question with any interested parties. 

Poster Dimensions: 1.2m x 0.80m. 


